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ON THE COMMUTATIVITY OF THE RADICAL OF
THE GROUP ALGEBRA OF AN INFINITE GROUP
YASUSHI NINOMIYA
(Received February 16, 1979)
Throughout K will represent an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p>0y and G a group. Let G' be the commutator subgroup of G. The Jacob-
son radical of the group algebra KG will be denoted by J{KG). In case G is a
finite group andp is odd, D.A.R. Wallace [6] proved that/(.KG) is commutative
if and only if G is abelian or G'P is a Frobenius group with complement P and
kernel G', where P is a Sylow />-subgrouρ of G. On the other hand, when
we consider the case p—2y by the following theorem, we may restrict our at-
tention to the case \P\ ^ 4 .
Theorem 1 ([5]). Let G be a group of order pam. where (p, tn)=l. Then
J(KG)2=0 if and only if pa=2.
In the previous paper [3], we obtained the following
Theorem 2. Let p=2y and G a non-abelian group of order 2am, where m
is odd and a^2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) J(KG) is commutative.
(2) Gr is of odd order and \PΓiPx\^2 for each x(Ξ G'P-P.
(3) G' is of odd order and CG'P(s)\ζsy is either a 2-group or a Frobenius
group with complement P/<s> for every involution s of P.
(4) G' is of odd order and each block of KG'P, except the principal block, is
of defect 1 or 0.
In case G is an infinite group and p is odd, D.A.R. Wallace [8] gave also a
necessary and sufficient condition for J(KG) to be commutative. Let G be an
infinite non-abelian group. We suppose that J(KG) is non-trivial. By [8],
Theorem 1.1, if p=2 and/(.KG) is commutative, then the following three cases
can arise:
(a) G' is an infinite group and/(ϋΓG)2=0.
(β) G' is a finite group of odd order.
(γ) G' is a finite group of even order and the order of a Sylow 2-group
P of G is not greater than 4.
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If (a) holds, then J(KG) is trivially commutative. Next, we consider the
cases (β) and (γ). If | P | = 2 then J(KG'P)2 = 0 by Theorem 1. Since
G\G'P is abelian and has no elements of order 2, we have J(KG)=J(KG'P)KG
by [4], Theorem 17.7, and so J(KG)2=J(KG'P)2KG=0. In this paper, we
shall therefore investigate the cases (β) and (γ) under the hypothesis that P
contains at least four elements, and by making use of Theorem 2 we shall give
the conditions for J(KG) to be commutative.
At first, we shall prove the next lemma, which plays an important role in
studying the case (β).
Lemma 1. Let p=2. Assume that G' is finite and of odd order. IfJ(KG)
is commutative, then any Sylow 2-subgroup of G is finite.
Proof. Let Q be a finite subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgrouρ P of G such
that \Q\ ^ 4 . Suppose H=G'Q is abelian. Since Q is characteristic in H, Q
is a normal subgroup of G, and so J(KQ)KGdJ(KG). Let s, t (Φl) be
distinct elements of Q, and xyy elements of G suth that xyΦ yx. Then, since
O is contained in the center of G ([7], Lemma 2.6) and (\—s)x(\—t)y=(\~t)
y(l—s)x, we have (l+s+t-\-st)xyx~1y~1=ί+s+t+st. But, this is impossible.
Hence, H is a non-abelian group. Since H is a finite normal subgroup of G,
J(KH) is contained in J(KG), and so J(KH) is commutative. Hence, by The-
orem 2, | ρ n β x | ^ 2 for each x^H'Q-Q. If QΠQx=l for all x^H'Q-Q,
then H'Q is a Frobenius group with complement Q, and therefore | £ Γ | = 1 +
k\Q\ for some positive integer k, which implies that |Q\ < \H'\ tί \G'\. Next,
if QΓ\Qx=<s)> for some x^H'Q—Q and some involution ί of Q thtn sxs^x'1^
ί Γ n ρ = l , and so CH'Q(s)*Q. Hence, by Theorem 2, CVQ(*)/<» is a Fro-
benius group with complement Ql<s>. Then we have |iV| =1+Λ/|£?/<$>| f° r
some positive integer A', where N is the Frobenius kernel of CQ'H(s)l<(sy. This
implies that |0/<i>|< \N\ ^ |tf'| ^ \G'\. Hence, | Q | < 2 | G ' | . Thus, the
order of any finite subgroups of the abelian Sylow 2-subgroup P is not greater
than 21G' I. This is only possible if P itself is finite.
REMARK 1. In case G' is finite, if a Sylow ^-subgroup of G is finite
then any two Sylow jp-subgroups of G are conjugate. In fact, G/G'P has no
elements of order p, and so every Sylow ^-subgroup of G is contained in G'P.
Given a finite subset S of G, we denote by S the element Σ*es χ °f KG.
Lemma 2. Let G be a non-abelian group with G' finite. Assume that P
contains at least three elements. If J(KG) is commutative, then J(KG'P) is com-
mutative and (G'Py=Op>(Gf).
Proof. We put H=G'P. Suppose J(KG) is commutative. If G' is a
jf)'-group, then P is a finite group by Lemma 1 and [8], Theorem 1.1. If \G'\
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is divisible by p, then p=2 or 3 and | P | = 4 or 3 by [8], Theorem 1.1 and
our assumption. In either case, H is a finite normal subgroup of G. Thus,
J{KH) is commutative as a subset of J(KG). Hence, by [6], Theorem 2, H
is a ^>-nilpotent group with an abelian Sylow />-subgroup, and so H' is a />'-
group. Since G' is finite, by [7], Lemma 2.5 (2) we have 0'KGZ)J(KG)2.
It is easy to see that J(KG)^J(KH)^J(KHfP)Z)Ά/J(KP). Since # ' is a
normal subgroup of G, the above facts imply that O'KGZD ή'2J(KP)2 =
ή'J(KP)2Ξ)ήfP. Thus, we have H'[G'ΠP]=G\ whence it follows H'=
OP'(G').
For a finite group H, we denote by O(H) the largest normal subgroup of
odd order in H. The next lemma plays an important role in studying the case
(7).
Lemma 3. Let p=2, and G a non-abelίan group with G' finite. Assume
that I i31 = 4 and O(G')=1. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) J(KG) is commutative.
(2) G=CG(P)and
(i) \G'\=2,σr
(ii) G'=P and P is elementary abelian.
Proof. (1)==>(2): Suppose J(KG) is commutative. Since G' is a finite
normal subgroup of G, J(KG') is commutative as a subset of J(KG). Hence,
by [6], Theorem 2 and O(G')=1, G' is included in P, and so P is a normal
subgroup of G. Thus, we have G—CG(P) by [7], Lemma 2.6. Now, we
assume that G'=P. Since 0'KG-Dj{KG)2Z)J{KP)2 by Lemma 2.5 (2), we
have J(KP)2=KP. Hence, P is elementary abelian.
(2)=#>(1): Since G/P is abelian and has no elements of order 2, we have
J(KG)=J(KP)KG by [4], Theorem 17.7. We claim here t h a t / ( J E P ^ C O ' I C G .
In case P is elementary abelian, the assertion is trivial by G ' c P . In case
P is a cyclic group generated by a> G'=ζa2y by our assumption, and hence
J(KP)2=(l+a2)KPcά'KG. Now, by making use of this fact we can prove
that J(KG) is commutative. In fact, for u, D G P - 1 and x, y^G, we have
(1—u)x{\~ v)y = (\—v)(l—u)xy = (l—v)(ί—u)xyx~ιy~ιyx = (l—v)(l—u)yx =
(l—v)y(l— u)xf which implies that J(KG) is commutative.
Now, concerning the cases (β) and (γ) we shall give the conditions for
J(KG) to be commutative. At first, concerning the case (/3), we have the
following:
Theorem 3. Let p=2, and G a non-abelian group. Assume that P con-
tains at least four elements. If Gr is a finite group of odd order, then the following
conditions are equivalent:
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(1) J(KG) is commutative.
(2) P is a finite group with (G'P)'=G', and for every involution s of P,
CG'p(s)/ζsy is either a 2-group or a Frobenius group with complement P/<£>.
Next, concerning the case (γ), we have the following:
Theorem 4. Let p=2, and G a non-abelian group. Assume that \P\ =4.
If G' is a finite group of order 2m with odd m, then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) J(KG) is commutative.
(2) (i) \G'\=2andG = CG(P),or
(ϋ) lφ(GT) '=O(G')D[G, P], and for every involution s of P,
CG'P(s)jζsy is either a 2-group or a Frobenius group with complement
Theorem 5. Let p=2, and G a non-abelian group. Assume that | P | = 4 .
If G' is a finite group of order Am with odd m, then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) J(KG) is commutative.
(2) P is elementary abelian and
(i) G'=P and G=CG(P), or
(ii) \*G"=O{G')-D[Gy P], and for every involution s of P} CG>(s)l<f> is
either a 2-group or a Frobenius group with complement P/<A>.
In order to prove these theorems, we require a result of K. Morita [2]:
If G is a finite p-nilpotent group and B is a block of KG with defect group D, then
B is isomorphic to the matrix ring (KD)f for some f. Especially, this implies
the following:
Theorem 6. Let p=2, and G a finite 2-nilpotent group. If B is a block of
KG of defect 1, thenJ(B)2=0.
Now, we shall prove Theorems 3, 4 and 5 together.
Proof of Theorems 3-5. We put N=O(G'), and e= \N\ ~lA
Suppose J(KG) is commutative. In case G' is of odd order, P is finite
by Lemma 1. Since J(KG'P) is commutative and (G'P)'^Gf (Lemma 2),
we obtain (2) of Theorem 3 by Theorem 2. Next, we assume that G' is of
even order. If G'P is abelian, then \=(G'P)'=N by Lemma 2. Hence, by
Lemma 3 G satisfies the condition (2)(i) of Theorem 4 or that of Theorem 5.
In case G'P is non-abelian, since e is a central idempotent of KG, KGe (^KG/N)
is a direct summand of KG, and so J(KGJN) is commutative. Furtheremore,
since J(KG'P) is commutative and (G'P)'=N (Lemma 2), the rest of the veri-
fication of (2) in Theorems 4 and 5 is easy by Lemma 3 and Theorem 2.
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Now, we shall prove the converse implication. We put H=G'P. Then
we have J(KG)=eJ(KG)®(l-e)J(KH)KG by J(KG)=J(KH)KG ([4], The-
orem 17.7). Firstly, eJ(KG) is commutative. In fact, eJ(KG)^J(KGIN) by
eKG^KGjN. If G' is of odd order then G/N is abelian; if G' is of even order
then the assertion is immediate by Lemma 3. Secondly, since J(KH) is com-
mutative and Hr=N, (ί—e)KH is a direct sum of blocks of defect 1 or 0 (The-
orem 2), and so (l-e)J(KH)2=0 by Theorem 6. Then [(l-e)J(KH)KG]2=
(l-e)J(KH)2KG=0> and hence (ί-e)J(KH)KG is commutative.
By Theorem 3 and [3], Corollary, we readily obtain the following:
Corollary 1. Let p = 2, and G a non-abelίan group with G' finite. If J(KG)
is commutative, then P is a finite cyclic group or a finite abelian group of type
(2, 2- 1).
Corollary 2. Let G be a non-abelian group with G' finite. Assume that P
contains at least three elements. If J(KG) is commutative, then G is a semi-direct
product of Op<(G') by NG(P).
Proof. If J(KG) is commutative then G' is a />-nilρotent group. Hence,
one can easily see that G=G'NG{P) = Op>(G')NG(P). Since J(KG'P) is com-
mutative and (G'P)'=OP'(G') (Lemma 2), by [3], Remark we have O/(G')fΊ
NG(P)=(G'pγnNG<P(P)=i.
REMARK 2. In Theorems 4 and 5, the condition O(G')z^[Gy P] may be
replaced by the condition NG(P) = CG(P). In fact, if O(G')ZD[G, P] then
[NG(P), P]cO(G') Π P = 1 , and so NG(P)=CG(P). Conversely, suppose NG(P)
=CG(P). Since G' is a 2-nilpotent group by (GT)'=O(G') (Theorem 4) or
by G"=O{G') (Theorem 5), we have [G, P] = [G'NG{P)9 P] = [O(G')CG(P), P]
In what follows, we shall give examples which satisfy the conditions of
Theorems 3, 4 and 5, respectively (cf. also Corollary 1).
EXAMPLE 1 (cf. [1], Example). Let G=ZxH, where Z is an infinite cyclic
group and # = < α , 6|α4 = 6 3 = 1, aba~1 = b^ly9 Then G' = <i> and G has a
cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup P=<α>. Hence G'P=H. It is easy to see that G
satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 3.
Next, we consider G=ZxD, where J5=<α, b\a6=b2=l> bab~1=a~ly is a
dihedral group of order 12. Then Gf=Df and a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G is
an elementary abelian group <α3, δ> of order 4. Hence G'P=D. Again we can
easily see that G satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 3.
EXAMPLE 2 (cf. [7], Example 6.3). Let C be the complex field. Let U
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be the subgroup of GL(2, C) generated by x=(2 ° ) and y=(° 3 \ We
/ 1 Λ\
put z=xyx~1y~1= 0 -1>
Let H be the group defined in Example 1. Identifying z with α2, we
construct the central product G of U and H with respect to <#>. As is easily
seen, H includes a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G. Hence P is a cyclic group of
order 4. Since G'=<>, i>, we have G'P=H, whence it follows (G'P)'=H'=
<b>=O{G'). Since [G, P ] = [ # , P]cff', G satisfies the condition (2) (ii) of
Theorem 4. Furtheremore, G/O(G') satisfies the condition (2) (i) of Theorem
4, and this is isomorphic to the subgroup of GL(2, C) generated by x, y and
Λ/=ϊ 0 \
\ o V-v
Next, let D be the dihedral group of order 12 in Example 1. Identifying
z with a3, we construct the central product G of U and D with respect to <£>.
We can see that D includes a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G. Hence P is an ele-
mentary abelian group of order 4. Since G'=(z> a2y, we have GfP=D9 whence
it follows (G/P)' = D' = <α2>=O(G/). Since [G, P] = [D, P]aD'y again G
satisfies the condition (2) (ii) of Theorem 4. Furtheremore, G/O(Gf) satisfies
the condition (2) (i) of Theorem 4, and this is isomorphic to the direct product
of U and a group of order 2.
EXAMPLE 3. Let U be the infinite group defined in Example 2, and Q an
elementary abelian group of order 9 generated by b
x
 and b2. We define a homo-
morphism θ: £/->GL(2, 3) (^Aut Q) by
Now, let V be the semi-direct product of Q by U with respect to θ. Then
the following relations hold:
xb
x
χ-
1
 = b
λ
, xb2x~
ι
 = V 1 > J^i^"1 = b2, ^ 2 3
;
"
1
 = *i
Now let U7O=<#O, yQy be a group which is isomorphic to U, where xo<^>x, yo<-^y.
We put G=U
o
xV, and ^
o
=Λ:
o>;Λ~13;o~1 Then the elementary abelian group
<2u>X<v2v> is a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G. Since zb1z"
1
=b1~
1
9 zb2z~
1
=b2~
1
and G' = <20>X<s, δ^ i2>, we have G"=<&, δ2>=O(G/)=[G, P]. As is easily
seen, CG'(z) = CG'(zoz)=P and CG'(z^jζz^> is a Frobenius group with comple-
ment P/ζz
o
y. Hence, G satisfies the condition (2) (ii) of Theorem 5. Furthere-
more, GIO(Gf) (^Ux U) satisfies the condition (2) (i) of Theorem 5.
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